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In this article a class of codes called finite-state (FS) codes is defined and investigated.
These codes, which generalize both block and convolutional codes, are defined by their
encoders, which are finite-state machines with parallel inputs and outputs. A family of
upper bounds on the free distance of a given FS code is derived, from known upper
bounds on the minimum distance of block codes. A general construction for FS codes is
then given, based on the idea of partitioning a given linear block code into cosets of one
of its subcodes, and it is shown that in many cases the FS codes constructed in this way
have a dye e which is as large as possible. These codes are found without the need for
lengthy computer searches, and have potential applications to future deep-space coding
systems. The issue of catastrophic error propagation (CEP) for FS codes is also discussed,
and it is found that, in order to avoid CEP, one must solve a very interesting problem in
graph theory, the problem of finding a noncatastrophic edge-labeling of the state diagram.
I. Introduction
Error-correcting codes are an essential part of all modern
reliable and power-efficient deep-space communication sys-
tems. In this area of engineering, practice is currently leading
theory, and as communication systems evolve, the new codes
required must be found by elaborate computer searches. Such
searches, although they often result in the discovery of power-
ful new codes (see e.g. [4]), are not wholly satisfactory for
two reasons. First, computer searches are at present costly
and time-consuming, and as communications systems evolve
and the codes required become more and more complex,
these searches may prove to be entirely impractical. Second,
once a good new code is found by a search, there is rarely any
guarantee that the best possible candidate has been identified.
In this article we begin an attempt to remedy this problem
by establishing a new theoretical framework for the simul-
taneous study of the two major classes of error-correcting
codes, block and convolutional codes. It is our belief that
this framework will allow researchers to construct provably
optimal codes for use in future high-performance deep-space
communication systems. The cornerstone of our theory is the
notion of a finite state encoder, which we will now describe.
An (n, k, m) FS (finite state) encoder is a qra-state finite
state machine with k parallel inputs and n parallel outputs
taken from a q-letter alphabet (Fig. 1). The encoder begins
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from a fLxed initial state. At each clock pulse, k symbols
(the information symbols) are input to the encoder, and in
response the encoder changes state and outputs n symbols
(the code symbols). Thus if (ul, u_ .... ) is a sequence of
k-symbol information blocks, then the encoder's output will
be a sequence (x 1 , x2 .... ) of n-symbol code blocks, which
we call a code sequence. The set of all such code sequences is
called the code generated by the FS encoder. A code generated
by a (n, k, m) FS encoder wiU be called an (n, k, m) finite
state code. We note that if there is only one state in the
encoder, the resulting (n, k, 0) FS code is in fact an ordinary
block code. Similarly, a linear convolutional code is just a
FS code in which the finite-state machine is a bank of k paral-
lel shift-registers, and each output symbol is a linear combina-
tion of the k input symbols and the symbols stored in the
shift registers. Thus FS codes include both block and con-
volutional codes as special cases.
The free distance (dfree) 6f an FS code is defined to be the
minimum Hamming distance between all pairs of distinct
(infinite) code sequences. If the encoder isn't catastrophic,
this is also the minimum Hamming distance between pairs of
distinct t'mite code sequences, i.e., code sequences correspond-
hag to distinct input sequences which lead the encoder from
the initial state to the same final state. (If the encoder is cata-
strophic, it is possible that the smallest Hamming distance
between two infinite code sequences could occur for a pair
of paths through the encoder's state diagram which begin at
the initial state but never again remerge. We will say more
about catastrophic and noncatastrophic encoders in Sec-
tion IV.)
In this article, our concern will be to fred bounds on dfree
in .terms of the parameters n, k, and m, and to produce a faro-
fly of FS codes meeting these bounds in certain cases. In Sec-
tion II we derive our bounds; in Section III we describe a gen-
eral construction for (n, k, m) FS codes, using ideas similar to
those of Ungerboeck [3] ; in Section IV we discuss the issue of
catastrophic error propagation, and, using techniques from
graph theory, describe an optimal noncatastrophic edge-
labeling of the complete 2 'n state diagram; and finally in Sec-
tion V we combine the results of Sections III and IV to con-
struct a class of Reed-Solomon-like FS codes which meet
the bounds of Section II whenever n _< q and m _< rain
(k- l,n- k- 1).
tance of the block code is also an upper bound on the free
distance of the parent FS code.
Here is some needed notation: let A(n, k) denote the larg-
est possible minimum distance for a block code over a q-letter
alphabet with length n, and qk code words. (We note for
future reference the trivial fact that A(n, k) is meaningless for
k < 0.) The following theorem gives a bound on the free dis-
tance of a FS code in terms of A.
Theorem 1. For any FS code with parameters n, k, and m,
the free distance is bounded as follows:
dfree <_ min A(Ln,Lk-m)
L:Lk>m
Proof: We consider all possible input sequences consisting
of L k-symbol input blocks (ul, u2 ..... uL). There are qLk
such input sequences. For each of these sequences, the encoder
starts in the initial state, and terminates in one of qm states, it
follows from the pigeon-hole principle that there must be at
least qLk-m of these length-L input sequences which have the
same final state. The code sequences corresponding to these
input sequences can be thought of as a block code with length
Ln, with at least qLk-m code words. The minimum distance
of this block code is at most A(Ln, Lk - m), by definition. On
the other hand, by the definition given in Section I, the mini-
mum distance of this block code is an upper bound on the
dfree of the original convolutional code. Since this is true for
all L, we apparently have
dfree _<min A(Ln, Lk - m)
L;_I
However, as we noted above, A(n, k) is meaningless, if k _<0,
and so the minimization can only be taken over those values
of L for which Lk - m > O. •
Corollary 1. The tree distance of an (n, k, m) FS code over
a q.letter alphabet satisfies
dfree _< min (Ln-Lk+m+l)
L:Lk>m
= (n-k) Lk +lJ +m+l
II. Bounds on dfree
In this section we will derive a family of upper bounds on
dfree in terms of the parameters n, k, and m. The basic idea is
to find subcodes of a given FS code which are block codes,
and use the fact that any upper bound on the minimum dis-
= n-k+l+m ifk>m
Proof: This follows from Theorem 1 and the Singleton
bound [2, Theorem 1.11], which says that
h(n,k)_n -k + l •
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Corollary 2. The free distance of an FS code also satisfies
rain tLn q - 1 qkL-rn
d free
L:Lk>,. \ _ qk-Z2_-_-1/
Proof: This follows from Theorem 1 and the Plotkin
bound [1, Theorem 13.49], which says that
A(n,k)_n.q_l . qk
q qk -1
III. Code Constructions
In the last section we derived bounds on dfree which apply
to arbitrary FS codes. In this section, we will describe a very
general construction for a class of FS codes; later in the
article, we will find that many of the codes constructed by
this technique meet the bounds of Section II.
Our basic idea is to start with an explicit state-transition
diagram, and to build a code around this diagram. For definite-
ness, we will consider only complete qm-state transition dia-
grams, in which every pair of states is connected by a directed
edge (illustrated in Fig. 2 for q = 2, m = 2), but most of our
ideas can be generalized to other diagrams.
The FS code is to have parameters n and k. This means that
at every clock cycle k symbols go into the encoder and n sym-
bols come out. Of the k input symbols, it is plausible to sup-
pose that m are used to determine the next state of the encoder
(recall that there are q rn states altogether) and k - m are used
to determine which n symbols are to be output. Thus it is
natural to think of the possible n-symbol output blocks asso-
dated with a timed state transition as the words in a (n, k - m)
block code. Our basic idea is to assign a (n, k - m) block code
to each possible state transition.
Here then is our general construction for an (n, k, m) FS
code. We begin with an (n, k 1) block code C1 , with minimum
distance d 1 . We assume that C1 can be decomposed into the
disjoint union of a number of (n, k 2) subcodes, each with
minimum distance d2. (The easiest way, but not the only way,
to arrange this decomposition is for C1 to be a linear code,
with an (n, k 2), dmin = d2 linear subcode. Then C1 naturally
decomposes into cosets of C2. Each one of these cosets is then
an (n, k 2) subcode with dmin = d2.) We assign one of the
(n, k 2) subcodes to each of the q2m state-transitions in the
state transition diagram. We require that all qm transitions
originating at a given state, or terminating at a given state, be
assigned a different subcode. This forces us to use at least qm
different subcodes; but in order to avoid catastrophic error
propagation, we will need at least 2q ra subcodes, as we will
see in Section IV. This requires that the dimensions of the
big code C1 satisfy
kl _k2 +m+ l
The encoder now works as follows. Starting in the initial state,
at every clock pulse it accepts k = m + k 2 input symbols. The
first m of these symbols are used to determine the next state,
and the remaining k - m = k2 symbols are used to determine
which of the q% code words from the subcode corresponding
to the state transition is to be output.
In the next theorem, we estimate the dfree of the code con-
structed in this way.
Theorem 2. The free distance of the (n, m + k2, m) FS code
constructed as described above from (n, k2), dmin = d2 sub-
codes of a (n, k 1), dmin = d 1 block code satisfies
min(d 2 , 2d 1) _< dfr, e _<d 2
Proof: We need to estimate the Hamming distance between
pairs of code sequences corresponding to paths in the state dia-
gram which begin and end in the same state. Let us say that
these paths both begin in state s1 and end in state sK. There
are two cases to consider: (1) when the second states in the
two paths are the same, and (2) when they are different (see
Fig. 3).
In case (1) we look at only the first n-symbol block of each
path. These two blocks are distinct code words in the same
(n, k2) subcode, and so they must differ in at least d2 posi.
tions. Thus if case (1) holds, the Hamming distance betweer
the two code sequences is at least d2. Furthermore, since d2 i,,
the minimum distance of each of the subcodes, we know thal
the Hamming distance between some pair of code sequences i_
exactly d2 . Thus dfree _ d 2 •
In case (2) the paths must differ in at least two edges: th_
edges leaving s1 and the edges next entering a common stat_
(there must be such a common state since the paths bott
terminate at sK; see Fig. 3). The n-symbol blocks correspond
ing to these pairs of edges are distinct code words in th_
(n, k 1) parent code, since we have assumed that different sub
codes are assigned to all state transitions beginning, or ending
in the same state, and so each pair must differ in at least d_
positions. This means that the two code sequences must diffe
in at least 2d 1 positions. Thus if case (2) holds, the Hamminl
distance between the two code sequences is at least 2d I .
Combining cases (1) and (2), we obtain the statement o
the theorem. •
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Example1: Let q = 2 and consider the 4-state diagram of
Fig. 2. We choose as the parent code C1 a (16, 5) first-order
Reed-Muller code with d1 = 8. This code contains a (16, 17
linear subcode C2 (the repetition code) with d2 = 16. There
are 16 cosets of C2 in C1, and so it is possible to assign a dif-
ferent coset to each of the 16 state transitions in the state
diagram. The result is a (16, 3, 25 code with (according to
Theorem 2) dfree = 16. On the other hand, by taking L = 1 in
Corollary 2, we find that the free distance of a (16, 3, 27 code
with q = 2 is at most 16. Therefore the code constructed this
way has the largest possible dfree for its given n, k, and m.
(This example will be generalized in Example 4 in the next
section.)
Example 2: We again take q = 2 and use the complete
4-state diagram of Fig. 2, but this time we take as the big code
C1 the (16, 85 drain = 6 nonlinear Nordstrom-Robinson code.
It is known ([2], Chapter 155 that this code is the union of
8 cosets of the (16, 5) dmin = 8 first-order Reed-Muller code.
In the next section we will see that the edge-labeling given in
Fig. 2 is noncatastrophic. Thus if we use the edge-labeling
described in Fig. 2 to assign these 8 cosets to the 16 state
transitions, Theorem 1 tells use that we get a (16, 7, 25 FS
code with dfree = 8. On the other hand, the bound in Corol-
lary 2 (take L = 15 shows that any (16, 7, 25 FS code must
have dfree _ 8, and so this code is optimum.
The codes constructed by the techniques of this section
are often, as we have seen, quite good if dfree is used as the
figure of merit. However, they are not yet guaranteed to be
noncatastrophic. In the next section, we will address the
problem of how to assign subcodes to state transitions to
ensure noncatastrophicness.
IV. Noncatastrophic Edge Labelings
In the last section we showed how to construct an (n, k, m)
FS code by assigning cosets of a subcode of an (n, k) block
code to the edges of a state diagram. However, if the coset-to-
edge assignments are not done carefully, the resulting encoder
could be catastrophic. In this section, we will see how to make
the coset assignment to avoid catastrophicness. We will see
that catastrophicness can be avoided only if the number of
cosets available is at least 2q m , and we will see one way to
make a noncatastrophic coset-edge assignment if 2q m cosets
are available, and q is a power of 2.
We begin by saying what we mean by a noncatastrophic
edge-labeling of a state diagram. If s and t are two states, we
denote by L(s, t) the label on the directed edge from s to t.
fin our application, the "labels" are cosets.) Let
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(sl' 5 ..... sK5 and (q, t_.... , t_)
be two sequences of K states. If the two corresponding se-
quences of labels
L (sI , s:5, L (s2,s35.... , L (sK__,sK5
and
L(t I , t:), L(t:, t35 ..... L(tK_ 1 , tK)
are identical, we call two such state sequences label-indistin-
guishable.
Def'mition. An edge labeling of a state diagram is said to be
noncatastrophic if and only if there is an integer K o such that
any two label-indistinguishable state sequences of length
K )K o are identical. (Informally, this says that if a state
sequence is "long enough," it can be recovered uniquely from
its ' ' 'laoei-sequen_e.)
A noncatastrophic edge-labeling guarantees that a bad burst
of channei noise wiii never cause the decoder to make an
infinite number of decoder errors, i.e., the decoder will not
cause catastrophic error propagation. Notice that there exist
catastrophic edge-labelings which do not cause catastrophic
error propagation, but which also do not meet the condition
for Theorem 2.
We can see how a catastrophic edge-labeling may cause
catastrophic error propagation as follows. Let (sl, s2 .... )
and (t 1 , t: .... ) be two arbitrarily long label-indistinguishable
state sequences. If the encoder follows a state sequence that
finishes with the sequence (s1 , s2 .... ), it is possible for the
channel noise to be such that the decoder will correctly
determine the state sequence up to s_, but then choose ta
instead of s1 . If this happens, the decoder will almost surely
never recover, since its metric calculations based on hypothe-
sizing the incorrect state sequence (t 1 , t2 .... ) will be identi-
cal to those based on the true state sequence (sI , s2 .... 5.
Notice that if all the edge labels are distinct, any state
sequence can be uniquely recovered from its label sequence,
and so the labeling must be noncatastrophic. (If the state
diagram is the complete N-state diagram, this requires N 2
labels.) On the other hand, if all edges in the state diagram
have the same label, all pairs of state sequences are label-
indistinguishable, and so the labeling must be catastrophic.
The basic problem is to find the minimum number of different
labels that are needed for a noncatastrophic labeling. For an
arbitrary state diagram, we do not know what this number is.
However, if we assume that the state diagram is D-regular, i.e.,
there are exactly D edges coming in to and going out of each
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state, the following theorem places a nontrivial lower bound
on the required number of distinct labels.
Theorem 3. For a D-regular state diagram with at least
two states, at least 2D distinct labels are required for a non-
catastrophic edge labeling.
Proof: As a first step, note that if we have a labeling L
such that L(s, t) = L(s', t), where s and s' are distinct states,
the labeling must be catastrophic, since then
(s, s2, s3, s4,. . . , sx) and (s', s2 , s3 , s4 .... , sK )
are label-indistinguishable but not identical state sequences,
for any value of K and for s2 = t. Similarly, if L(s, t) =
L(s, t'), where t and t' are distinct states, the labeling must
also be catastrophic, since
($1' $2 .... ' SK-I' t) and (s I , s2,... , sK_ 1 , t')
are label-indistinguishable but not identical state sequences,
for any value of K and for sx_ 1 = s. Thus we have for any non-
catastrophic labeling that
L(s,t)=/:L(s',t) ifs4=s '
and
L(s,t)=/:L(s,t ') iftq=t'
In other words, if we are given x and L (x, y), we can recover
y; and if we are given y and L(x,y), we can recover x. If the
labeling has this property we will say that it is nonsingular.
Thus all noncatastrophic labelings are nonsingular, but the
converse may not hold.
Next we assume that we are given a noncatastrophic label-
ing of a D-regular state diagram, but that the labeling uses
fewer than 2D labels. We will show by induction that this
assumption leads to a contradiction, by constructing a pair
of arbitrarily long nonidentical but label-indistinguishable
state sequences. Since there are D X (no. of states) edges in
the state diagram, but less than 2D labels, there must be two
distinct edges with the same label. Denote these two edges by
(s I , s2) and (t 1 , t2). This is a pair of label-indistinguishable but
nonidentical state sequences of length 2. Assume that we have
already constructed a pair of nonidentical but label-indistin-
guishable state sequences of length K, say
(sl, s2,..., sK) and (tl, t2 ..... tx).
(We have just seen that we can do this for K = 2.) Since the
labeling is nonsingular, we know that sK 4: tK. Now consider
the 2D labels of the form L(sr, s) and L(tK, s). Since there
are fewer than 2D labels available, two of these labels must
be identical. These identical labels can't be of the form L (sK, s)
and L (sK, s'), or L ( tK , t) and L ( tK , t'), since the labeling is
nonsingular. Hence we must have L (sK , s) = L ( tx, t) for some
s and t. Thus if we set sK+ 1 = s and tic+1 = t, then
(Sl,S_..... sK+_) and (q,h ..... tK+_)
are nonidentical but label-indistinguishable state sequences
of length K + 1. This completes the proof that 2D labels are
necessary in any noncatastrophic edge-labeling. •
Theorem 3 says that 2D labels are necessary for a noncata-
strophic labeling of a D-regular state diagram. In the next
theorem, we will see that 2D labels are sufficient if D is a
power of two, and if the state diagram is complete, i.e., every
state is connected by a directed edge to every other state.
Theorem 4. The complete 2m-state diagram can be labeled
noncatastrophically with 2m+ 1 labels in such a way that every
sequence of m edge labels uniquely identifies the state sequence.
Proof: Let us number the 2m states with the integers in
the set (0, 1 ..... 2m - 1). We will use the integers in the set
{0, 1 ..... 2m+l - 1) as edge labels. Indeed, ifx andy are two
states, we label the directed edge from x to y with the integer
L(x,y) =y- 2x mod 2m+l. We claim that this labeling is
noncatastrophic. As a first step in this direction, we note that
this labeling is nonsingular. To see this, note that if we are
given x and
L = y - 2x mod 2m+ 1
then
y = L + 2x mod2 m+l
and if we are given y and L, then
x=fy -z)/2
or
(y - L )/2 + 2m
depending on which of these values is in the range 0 _<x
2m - 1.
Now to see why the labeling is noncatastrophic, let
%,xl,... , x m and Yo'Yl ..... Y,n
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be a pair of label-indistinguishable state sequences of length
m + 1, and let L i be the common label on the edges xi_ 1 _ x i
and Yt-i _ Yt. Then (all arithmetic is interpreted mod 2 re+l)
we have
Li = xl - 2xi-I = Yi - 2Yi-1 for i = 1,2,..., m
From this we conclude that
x 1 = L 1 + 2x o
x 2 = L 2 + 2L 1 + 4x o
= +...+2 m-lL] +2 mx ox m L m
Since 2m x 0 must be either 0 or 2m (mod 2m + 1), and exactly
one of
L.m +"'+2 m-I L 1
Lm +...+2 m-1 L1 +2 m
is in the range {0, 1 ..... 2'n}, it follows that x,n can be
uniquely calculated from L1, L 2 ..... L m. Since Y,n can be
computed in exactly the same way, it follows that x m = Ym"
Since the labeling is nonsingular, it follows that
xm-1 = Ym-I ' " " " ' Xl = Yl
and so the two state sequences are identical. This proves that
the given labeling is noncatastrophic, and indeed that any state
sequence can be identified after at most rn labels. •
Example 3: The edge labels prescribed by the construction
of Theorem 4 in the case 2m = 4 are given in Fig. 2; and in the
case 2m = 8 are given in the following 8 × 8 matrix:
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14 15 0 1 2 3 4 5
12 13 14 15 0 1 2 3
10 11 12 13 14 15 0 I
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
where the (x,y) entry of the matrix gives the label on the
x -* y state transition. Notice, for example, that the label
sequence (7, 4) is ambiguous (the state sequences (0, 7, 55
and (7, 5, 1) both yield the label sequence (7, 4)), but the
label sequence (7, 4,115 uniquely specifies the state sequence
(0,7,5,5).
We can combine Theorems 2 and 4 to give the following
general construction for linear FS codes.
Theorem 5. Let q be a power of two, and suppose that C1
is a (n, k 15, drran = dl block code over GF(q), and C2 is a
(n, k25, dmin = d2 subcode. Then there exists a (n, k I - 1,
k 1 - k 2 - 1) FS code with min(d2,2d_) _ df,oe _ d2
Roof: Using the construction of Section III, we begin with
a complete qkl-k2-Â state diagram. Since there are q k_-k2
cosets of C2 in C1, by Theorem 4 (since q is a power of two)
it is possible to use these cosets to label the edges of the state
diagram noncatastrophically. By Theorem 2 the result is a
(n, k1 - 1, k 1 - k2 - 15 FS code whose free distance satisfies
the bounds given in the statement of the theorem. •
Example4 (Cf. Example 1): Let q = 2; let C1 be the
(2 m, m + 1), dmin = 2 'n-1 first-order Reed-Muller code, and
let C2 be the (2 m, 15 dmin = 2 m repetition code, which is a
subcode of C1 . Using Theorem 5 we can construct a (2 m , m,
m - 1), dfree = 2m FS code, which by Corollary 2 to Theo-
rem 1 (take L = 1) is optimal.
V. Reed-Solomon FS Codes
In this final section we will use the techniques of Sec-
tions II, III, and IV to construct a class of FS codes which
are Reed-Solomon-like, and which meet the bounds of Sec-
tion II in many cases.
The ancestors of the FS codes to be constructed are Reed-
Solomon codes. We remind the reader that such codes are
(n, k) block codes with minimum distance d = n - k + 1 (thus
achieving the Singleton bound) and that these codes exist
for all n and k satisfying 1 _ k _ n _ q, where q is the alpha-
bet size (see [2], Chapter 10). To simplify the construction,
we will assume in what follows that the alphabet size q is a
power of two.
Our goal is to use a Reed-Solomon code to construct an
(n, k, m) FS code with dfree = n - k + 1 + m, which by Corol-
lary 1 is the largest possible value. Following the prescription
in Section III, we let C 1 be an (n, k + 1) Reed-Solomon code
with d I = n - k. The, subcode C2 is taken to be an (n, k - m)
Reed-Solomon code, with d2 = n - k + 1 + m (this requires
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m < k). Thus by Theorem 5, the resulting (n, k, m) code will
have
min(2(n -k),n-k+ 1 +m)_<drree _<n -k+ 1 +m
If2(n-k)>tn-k+ 1 + m,i.e.,m _<n - k- 1, this gives
C/free= n - k + 1 + m, and by Corollary 1 the free distance can-
not be larger than this. Therefore we have proved the fol-
lowing.
Theorem 6. For any parameters n, k, m, and q (q must be
a power of 2) satisfying k _<n - 1 <_q - 1 and
m _<min(k- 1,n -k- 1)
there exists a noncatastrophic (n, k, m) FS code whose free
distance meets the Singleton bound, viz.
dfree = n-k+ 1 +m
Example 5: If we start with a (15, 11) RS code over
GF(16), a code with dmin = 5, (thus k = 10 in the construction
described above), we can construct (15, 10, m) FS codes, for
0 _< m _< 10. For m = O, 1, 2, 3, and 4, the codes have dfree =
m + 6, which agrees with the Singleton bound of Corollary 1,
and so these codes are all optimal. For 5 _<m _< 10, however,
the codes constructed all have dfree = 10, independent of m, do
not meet the Singleton bound, and presumably do not have
the largest possible dfree's for their values of n, k, and m.
VI. Conclusion
In this article we have introduced the notion of a finite
state code in an attempt to unify the theory of block and
convolutional codes and to establish a theoretical framework
which will allow researchers to explicitly construct powerful
new error-correcting codes for deep-space and other applica-
tions.. Although the results in this article are highly promising,
and some of the codes we have constructed are likely to be
useful in some applications, much further work remains to be
done. In particular, the specific constructions given in Sec-
tion III only scratch the surface of the interesting problem of
synthesizing good FS codes. The central problem here is to
take a good block code and to partition it into a disjoint union
of isomorphic good subcodes. Another problem worthy of
further research is that of finding good noncatastrophic edge
labelings of specific state diagrams. Finally, we have not
addressed the important problem of decoding at all. And while
it seems that many FS codes can be decoded practically using
a combination of Viterbi's algorithm with a corresponding
block decoding algorithm, this question certainly needs serious
study if FS codes are to be used in practice.
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Fig. 1. A Finite-State encoder
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Fig. 2. A complete 4-state diagram. The edge labels
are as described in Theorem 4 in Section IV.
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Fig. 3. The proof of Theorem 2
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